First-principles calculations of oxygen vacancy formation and metallic behavior at a β-MnO2 grain boundary.
Nanostructured MnO2 is renowned for its excellent energy storage capability and high catalytic activity. While the electronic and structural properties of MnO2 surfaces have received significant attention, the properties of the grain boundaries (GBs) and their contribution to the electrochemical performance of the material remains unknown. Through density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the structure and electronic properties of the β-MnO2 Σ 5(210)/[001] GB are studied. Our calculations show this low energy GB has a significantly reduced band gap compared to the pristine material and that the formation of oxygen vacancies produces spin-polarized states that further reduce the band gap. Calculated formation energies of oxygen vacancy defects and Mn reduction at the GB core are all lower than the equivalent bulk value and in some cases lower than values recently calculated for β-MnO2 surfaces. Oxygen vacancy formation is also shown to produce a metallic behavior at the GB with defect charge distributed over a number of oxygen and manganese sites. The low energies of oxygen defect formation and the potential creation of conductive GB pathways are likely to be important to the electrochemical performance of β-MnO2.